
C.A.S.H. Program 
Consolidation and Standardization 

Of IV Products for Healthcare

See how easy it is to 
consolidate and save 
20% on all your non-
pump related IV sets. 

Guaranteed.



Save Time, Save Money
> Reduce acquisition price                 

by consolidating different sets into 
one patient-ready set design.

> Utilize the world leader in 
needlefree technology; the Clave®, 
MicroClave® and NeutronTM 
connectors at a reduced price.

> Reduce your POs by consolidating 
IV tubing purchases through your 
first or second vendor of choice.

> Save staff time and reduce 
potential infection control issues 
by eliminating assembly of multiple 
IV components (stopcocks, 
extension sets, etc.) Configure 
these components into a 
single “patient-ready” IV set.

The American healthcare system is being challenged by lower reimbursement rates, out-of-control costs of physician 
preference devices, and rapidly increasing Med/Mal insurance premiums. We can help offset these costs, delivering 

$400 to $600 in savings per annual census bed.

800.824.7890 |  www.icumed.com

Give us your existing item numbers and usage, and we’ll do the rest. 
 
We’ll give you a free, no obligation, detailed savings analysis in about a 
week so you can assess your savings opportunity upfront.

ICU will guarantee at least a 20% line-item savings on non-pump-related IV sets. Roughly 70% of the 

total spend on IV products is for non-pump sets and devices. One major health system is seeing a 

40% savings in line-item cost alone.

Consolidate purchases to your prime vendor and reduce your SKUs. Most facilities purchase at least 

5-7 off-contract IV sets in the OR, anesthesiology, wound care, trauma, critical care, and pharmacy. 

These usually come from alternate distributors at a premium price. Also, many departments combine 

sets before procedures. This requires extra set-up time by staff and extra cost for multiple items. ICU 

will combine the sets into one package reducing SKU’s and reducing your line item cost.

Standardize usage across the system. 

Many IDNs can benefit from a clinical assessment that brings about standardization. Our assessment 

is at no charge to your facility. We offer a Standardized Pricing Contract for a predetermined time line, 

agreed upon dollar total, or percentage of guaranteed usage of ICU Medical products.

C.A.S.H. Program 
Consolidation and Standardization of 
IV Products for Healthcare

“ICU provided us with the clinical resources to 
address consolidation and standardization much 
better than we could on our own. This project 
saved us a lot of money”

Vice President of Finance,

Large IDN Customer
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